Topic extraction is an essential task in bibliometric data analysis, data mining and knowledge discovery, which seeks to identify significant topics from text collections. The conventional topic extraction schemes require human intervention and involve also comprehensive pre-processing tasks to represent text collections in an appropriate way. In this paper, we present a two-stage framework for topic extraction from scientific literature. The presented scheme employs a two-staged procedure, where word embedding schemes have been utilized in conjunction with cluster analysis. To extract significant topics from text collections, we propose an improved word embedding scheme, which incorporates word vectors obtained by word2vec, POS2vec, word-position2vec and LDA2vec schemes. In the clustering phase, an improved clustering ensemble framework, which incorporates conventional clustering methods (i.e., k-means, k-modes, k-means++, self-organizing maps and DIANA algorithm) by means of the iterative voting consensus, has been presented. In the empirical analysis, we analyze a corpus containing 160,424 abstracts of articles from various disciplines, including agricultural engineering, economics, engineering and computer science. In the experimental analysis, performance of the proposed scheme has been compared to conventional baseline clustering methods (such as, k-means, k-modes, and k-means++), LDA-based topic modelling and conventional word embedding schemes. The empirical analysis reveals that ensemble word embedding scheme yields better predictive performance compared to the baseline word vectors for topic extraction. Ensemble clustering framework outperforms the baseline clustering methods. The results obtained by the proposed framework show an improvement in Jaccard coefficient, Folkes & Mallows measure and F1 score.
I. INTRODUCTION
Topic extraction is an essential task in bibliometric data analysis, data mining and information retrieval, which aims to identify significant topics from text collections. Topic extraction from scientific literature can be especially essential for exploratory data analysis to get a quick overview of the contents of a collection and to find information objects [1] .
Text mining is the computational field of study to explore and analyze the immense quantity of unstructured text documents with the use of tools and techniques from machine learning, data mining and statistics. The application of text mining on bibliometric data analysis is a promising research direction. Topic modelling and graph-based schemes have
The associate editor coordinating the review of this manuscript and approving it for publication was Michael Lyu. been successfully employed for topic extraction [2] , [3] . The conventional topic extraction schemes require comprehensive pre-processing tasks to represent text collections in an appropriate way. To employ text mining methods on text collections, conventional natural language processing based preprocessing tasks, such as, the identification of synonymous terms, the identification of compound terms, term transformation based on stemming and lemmatization, stop-words and common terms removal must be employed [4] . In addition, conventional topic extraction schemes involve human intervention. The tasks to be needed for topic extraction include the retrieval of links among citations and co-citations and synthesizing technical synonyms [5] .
Deep learning is a recent research direction in machine learning in which classification models with high predictive performance have been obtained by multiple layers of nonlinear information processing and supervised or unsupervised learning of feature representations in a hierarchical way [6] . Compared to the lower levels of the architecture, higher levels of the hierarchy have more distributed and compact representations toward the data. Deep learning has been successfully employed in a wide range of application fields, such as, computer vision, speech recognition and natural language processing.
Word embedding schemes are applications of deep learning in natural language processing, in which words or phrases are represented in low-dimensional vectors of a continuous space [7] . Word embedding schemes, such as, word2vec and global vectors (GloVe) have been successfully employed for natural language processing tasks, such as, text classification, sentiment analysis and sarcasm identification [8] - [10] . With the use of word embedding schemes, syntactic and semantic relations among the words/phrases can be extracted and represented. Word embedding schemes enable to capture latent features from text collections by layers of the deep neural network architecture. Hence, the stages involved for feature extraction and data preprocessing in the conventional text mining schemes have been eliminated [11] .
As stated, word embedding based schemes have been successfully employed for tasks of natural language processing. However, word embedding schemes, such as word2vec and GloVe require very large corpus for training and constructing the vector representation [7] . For this reason, pretrained word embedding models may be employed on deep learning-based natural language processing tasks. The predictive performance of such schemes may not be promising, since the pre-trained model is not specific to the corresponding task/data [12] . The calculations for vector may not take the context of documents into account and the relationships between words that are not literally co-occurring have not been modelled [7] . To eliminate problems of word embedding schemes, several research contributions incorporated different word embedding schemes into an ensemble vector representation [7] , [8] .
Clustering (also known as, cluster analysis) is the unsupervised machine learning technique which aims to assign instances into groups based on their similarities. In clustering, instances are deployed into clusters such that the similar instances are grouped into the same cluster and dissimilar instances are deployed out of the cluster [13] . The conventional clustering algorithms may be greatly affected by the characteristics of the dataset and the parameters. The clustering algorithms may suffer from instability. Cluster ensembles (also known as, consensus clustering) is the process of combining results obtained by several base clustering algorithms into a single consolidated clustering to obtain a more robust and stable grouping of instances [14] . Cluster ensembles can improve the quality of final consolidated clustering. In addition, the problems associated by base clustering algorithms can be eliminated and the model's tolerance to noise and outliers can be enhanced [15] .
In this research, we present a two-stage framework for topic extraction from scientific literature. The presented scheme employs a two-staged procedure, where word embedding schemes have been utilized in conjunction with cluster analysis. To extract significant topics from text collections, we propose an improved word embedding scheme, which incorporates word vectors obtained by word2vec, POS2vec, word-position2vec and LDA2vec schemes. In the clustering phase, an improved clustering ensemble framework, which incorporates conventional clustering methods (i.e., k-means, k-modes, k-means++, self-organizing maps and DIANA algorithm) by means of the iterative voting consensus, has been presented. In the empirical analysis, we analyze a corpus containing 160,424 abstracts of articles from various disciplines, including economics, engineering and computer science. In the experimental analysis, performance of the proposed scheme has been compared to conventional baseline clustering methods (such as, k-means, k-modes, k-means), LDA-based topic modelling and conventional word embedding schemes. The empirical analysis reveals that ensemble word embedding scheme yields better predictive performance compared to the baseline word vectors for topic extraction. Ensemble clustering framework outperforms the baseline clustering methods. The results obtained by the proposed framework show an improvement in Jaccard coefficient, Folkes & Mallows measure and F1 score.
The main contributions of our two-stage topic extraction framework can be summarized as follows: A novel hybrid scheme based on improved word embeddings and cluster ensemble has been presented. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first study in topic extraction, which extensively analyze the performance of word embedding schemes and present an improved word embedding scheme which incorporates several word vectors. In addition, this is the first study to use cluster ensembles on topic extraction to enhance the performance of base clustering algorithms.
The rest of this paper is structured as follows. We review the related work in Section 2. Section 3 presents the methodology and the proposed framework. We present the empirical procedure and experimental results in Section 4. Finally, we present the concluding remarks of the research in Section 5.
II. RELATED WORKS
This section briefly presents the earlier research contributions on topic extraction and word embedding based text representation.
A. TOPIC EXTRACTION SCHEMES
Boyack et al. [16] examined the predictive performance of five topic extraction schemes for biomedical text documents from MEDLINE. In the empirical analysis, cosine similarity using term frequency-inverse document frequency vectors, latent semantic analysis (LSA), topic modelling, and two Poisson-based language models have been evaluated.
In another study, Lu et al. [17] presented a classification based recursive soft clustering algorithm for topic extraction. In the presented scheme, text documents have been assigned into topic and topics have been assigned to the clusters. Text documents were allocated to the highest relative clusters and linked with the second most closely related cluster. Ding and Chen [18] examined the predictive performance of latent Dirichlet allocation, hierarchical Dirichlet process, co-word analysis and co-citation analysis for topic extraction and tracking. In another study, Zhang et al. [5] presented a term clumping framework to effectively represent text collections by reducing the scale of term-based feature space. Suominen and Toivanen [19] employed the latent Dirichlet allocation model to map scientific text documents to topics. In another study, Zhang et al. [20] introduced a hybrid framework for topic analysis and forecasting science, technology and innovation topics. In the presented scheme, an improved k-means clustering based approach has been employed, in which the appropriate value for k parameter has been automatically adjusted. A similarity measurebased function has been employed for topic relationship identification.
The conventional text mining applications generally involve the representation of text documents in terms of bag-of-words representation scheme. However, this scheme suffers from high dimensional feature space and sparsity. In response, Yang et al. [21] utilized a text representation scheme based on key terms for text classification. In the presented scheme, six feature selection methods (namely, improved Gini index, information gain, mutual information, odds ratio, ambiguity measure and association factor) have been utilized to extract key terms from the text collections. The empirical analysis with support vector machines and k-nearest neighbor indicated that key terms-based representation enhances the predictive performance for text classification benchmarks. Similarly, Onan et al. [22] evaluated the predictive performance of five statistical keyword extraction approaches (most frequent measure-based keyword extraction, term frequency-inverse sentence frequency-based keyword extraction, eccentricity-based keyword extraction and TextRank algorithm) for text classification tasks. The empirical analysis with conventional supervised learning and ensemble learning based classification schemes indicated that keyword-based representation approaches can yield promising results on text classification tasks.
In another study, Yang et al. [23] introduced a hierarchical attention network-based framework for text classification. The presented framework consists of two-levels, namely, word-level and sentence-level. The word-level is responsible for extracting significant words and sentence-level is responsible for identifying and relating significant sentences. In another study, Velden et al. [24] compared topic extraction from bibliographic data analysis of scientific publications. Recently, Zhang et al. [11] presented a deep learning-based framework for topic extraction, which integrates word2vec word embedding scheme and polynomial function-based kernel k-means clustering.
B. WORD EMBEDDING BASED REPRESENTATION
Maas et al. [25] employed word embedding schemes to extract semantic and sentiment meanings of words. In this scheme, an unsupervised probabilistic approach has been utilized to construct vectors. Words cooccurring in the text collections have similar representations and a supervised learning method has been employed for sentiment analysis. In another study, Socher et al. [26] introduced an expressive neural tensor network to capture the relationship between entities in a knowledge base. In this scheme, the vector representations of words have been utilized to compute the average word vectors. The presented scheme has been employed for the knowledge base completion task in query expansion, question answering and information retrieval tasks.
Le and Mikolov [27] presented a new representation scheme for paragraphs, sentences and text documents. In this scheme, two models have been introduced based on the vector representations of words. The first model utilizes word vectors to contribute prediction task about the next word in the sentence. In the second model, words sampled from the output has been predicted. In this way, the vector representations for paragraphs, sentences, and documents and the semantic vectors for words have been captured. The empirical analysis indicated that the concatenation of the vectors outperforms for text classification and sentiment analysis tasks. In another study, Tang et al. [28] introduced a sentiment specific word embedding framework to capture sentiment information in the continuous representation of words. In this scheme, sentiment information has been encoded into continuous representation of words by enhancing the conventional word embedding scheme by three neural network architectures.
Hong and Zhao [29] utilized word2vec word embedding scheme and the latent Dirichlet allocation to identify anomaly sentences in legal text documents. In another study, Zhang and Wallace [30] employed two pretrained word embedding schemes (namely, GloVE and word2vec vectors) for sentiment analysis. In another study, Wei et al. [31] introduced a semi-supervised autoencoder to capture meaningful latent representation of documents. Kamkarhaghighi and Makrehchi [7] presented an enhanced content tree-based word embedding scheme to eliminate word ambiguity and to inject a local context into pretrained word embeddings. Similarly, Laueren et al. [32] employed skip-gram and paragraph vectors distributed bag of words schemes to obtain discriminant document embeddings. Recently, Rezaeinia et al. [8] presented an ensemble word embedding scheme for sentiment analysis, which incorporates word2vec, pos2vec, lexicon2vec and word-position2vec word embedding schemes.
In another study, Butnaru and Ionescu [33] introduced a clustering based representation scheme for text classification tasks. In this scheme, word embedding schemes have been utilized to embed words into vector space. Then, k-means clustering algorithm has been employed on the vectors to obtain a set of clusters. The empirical results on sentiment analysis and text categorization tasks yield promising results. Similarly, Butnaru and Ionescu [34] presented another representation approach for text classification based on word embeddings and clustering. In this scheme, text collections have been represented by aggregating word embeddings using k-means algorithm.
C. MOTIVATION AND CONTRIBUTIONS
As mentioned in advance, topic extraction for bibliometric data analysis is a promising research direction. To effectively extract topics from bibliometric text collections, several methods and algorithms have been proposed based on topic modelling [16] , [18] , [19] , cluster analysis [17] , [20] and graph models [3] . These models, however, involve human intervention and data preprocessing (such as, the retrieval of links among citations and co-citations, synthesizing technical synonyms, and cleaning words and terms). Co-word based topic extraction schemes, particularly in emerging sectors, cannot deliver promising outcomes in synthesizing technical synonyms [35] . In addition, researchers citing references can be biased towards the sources [36] . These issues degrade the reliability of topic extraction frameworks based on human intervention [11] .
Word embedding schemes can be employed to extract syntactic and semantic relations among the words and phrases. With the use of word embedding-based representation, latent features can be captured from text collections and feature extraction and data preprocessing tasks of conventional topic extraction schemes can be eliminated. Recent studies on the use of conventional word embedding schemes yield promising results for topic extraction [25] - [28] . In addition, the ensemble word embedding schemes, which incorporate several word vectors obtained by word2vec, POS2vec, word-position2vec, yield higher predictive performance for several natural language processing tasks, such as sentiment analysis [7] , [8] , [30] .
Though the use of topic modelling schemes, clustering methods and word embedding schemes take great research attention in the literature, the number of works that utilizes clustering methods in conjunction with word embedding schemes is very limited. To fill this gap, this paper presents an empirical analysis and benchmark results for conventional clustering algorithms (i.e., k-means, k-modes, k-means++, self-organizing maps), LDA-based topic modelling and conventional word embedding schemes (i.e., word2vec, POS2vec, word-position2vec, LDA2vec). Motivated by the predictive performance of cluster ensembles for cluster analysis and the predictive performance enhancement obtained by improved word embedding schemes for several tasks of natural language processing, this paper presents a hybrid topic extraction framework based on improved word embeddings and cluster ensemble.
There are several recent contributions dedicated to the use of word embedding schemes in conjunction with clustering to obtain an efficient representation scheme for text classification tasks [33] , [34] . Our proposal differs from the earlier schemes in that we utilize an ensemble word embedding scheme obtained by word2vec, POS2vec, word-position2vec and LDA2vec. The clustering algorithms may suffer from instability. In this regard, ensemble word embedding based representation has been integrated to cluster ensemble which contains k-means, k-modes, k-means++, self-organizing maps and DIANA algorithm by iterative voting consensus function.
III. METHODOLOGY
This section presents the corpus utilized in the empirical analysis, word embedding schemes and the presented improved word embedding scheme, clustering algorithms and the presented clustering ensemble framework and the topic extraction framework.
A. CORPUS
To collect a text corpus containing abstracts of scientific journal papers, we have crawled the Web of Science (WoS) database. In the WoS core collection, research areas are classified into five main categories, as arts and humanities, life sciences and biomedicine, physical sciences, social sciences and technology. In addition, each journal covered by WoS core collection is assigned to at least one WoS subject category. Any scientific journal papers published in a journal has been assigned to the corresponding subject category [37] . We have selected 10 WoS subject categories and collected articles published in journals on 17 April 2019. In this way, abstracts for 160,424 articles from 10 different subject categories have been obtained. The basic descriptive information regarding the corpus is presented in Table 1 .
In the construction of corpus, we have intentionally selected diverse subject categories which are not substantially overlap with each other. In the corpus, some subject categories (such as, materials science multidisciplinary, psychology multidisciplinary and biochemistry & molecular biology) have higher number of articles compared to the subject categories (such as, computer science theory & methods, endocrinology & metabolism, and mathematics applied). The imbalanced distribution of articles to subject categories on the corpus can be regarded as an acceptable scenario for real-life case. To make empirical analysis, we have adopted the preprocessing scheme utilized in [11] . Hence, we have constructed row-list containing titles and abstracts of articles without applying any further preprocessing tasks.
B. IMPROVED WORD EMBEDDING SCHEME
In the proposed improved word embedding scheme, we have incorporated word vectors obtained by word2vec, POS2vec, word-position2vec and LDA2vec schemes to improve the predictive performance for topic extraction. In the improved word embedding based scheme, a sentence of scientific abstracts has been taken as an input to the model. Then, each part-of-speech tag has been assigned to a constant vector. After that, word2vec word embedding scheme has been employed on the input sentence to extract word vector of each input sequence. In case of non-existing words, the vector of the word has been randomly initialized. To obtain the sentence vectors, we have employed average of word2vec vectors scheme. In this scheme, the average of the word vectors for all the words in a sentence has been computed. In this way, the average vector represents the sentence vector. To get sentence vectors, we have evaluated two approaches: removing stop-words and keeping stop-words. Since removing stopwords yields better results, this scheme has been adopted in the experimental analysis. After generating word2vec vectors, part-of-speech tag of each word in the sentence has been identified. Based on part-of-speech tags, the corresponding vectors has been assigned to each part-of-speech tag. Then, word-position2vec vectors have been generated for each word in the sentence and word-position2vec vector has been concatenated to vectors obtained in the earlier stages. Finally, LDA2vec word embedding scheme has been employed on the sentence and the vector obtained has been concatenated to obtain final ensemble word embedding scheme. The general structure for the improved word embedding scheme has been outlined in Figure 1 .
The baseline word embedding schemes have been briefly discussed:
The word2vec is a commonly utilized neural network-based approach to learn word embeddings from text documents. It is an unsupervised and efficient method to extract semantic relationships among the words based on their cooccurrence in text documents in a corpus [38] .
2) POS2VEC
Part-of-speech tagging (POS tagging) is an essential stage in computational linguistics tasks, in which each word of a text document has been assigned to an appropriate part of speech, such as noun, verb, adjective, adverb, pronoun, preposition, conjunction, etc. To generate vectors based on POS tagging, we have first utilized NLTK Pos-tagging [39] to identify corresponding part-of-speech tags. Then, each POS tag has been converted to a constant vector and concatenated with word2vec word embedding scheme. In this way, word2vec based word embedding scheme has been enriched by incorporating syntactic category information into the word representations. In this scheme, two words with the same part-of-speech tag have the same POS2vec vector.
3) WORD-POSITION2VEC
The representation of position information for words can be essential stage for computational linguistic tasks [40] . Word-position2vec word embedding scheme aims to represent relative distances of a word to the two ends of one text document. For word-position2vec implementation, we have adopted the framework outlined in [8] .
4) LDA2VEC
The LDA2vec is another word-embedding scheme based on word2vec word embedding scheme and the latent Dirichlet allocation method [41] . In this scheme, dense word vectors from the latent document-level mixture vectors have been jointly extracted based on the Dirichlet-distribution. In the model, the skip-gram negative sampling has been utilized as the objective function [41] .
C. CLUSTERING ENSEMBLE FRAMEWORK
Cluster ensembles (also known as, consensus clustering) is the process of combining the different decisions obtained by several clustering algorithms to overcome the constraints of individual clustering algorithms, to enhance the robustness and the quality of clustering results [42] . Cluster ensemble requires a two-phased procedure, i.e., cluster ensemble generation and consensus function. In the cluster ensemble generation phase, the members to be included in the ensemble have been determined. One critical issue to achieve improvement in clustering quality is providing diversity among the members of ensemble [43] . To obtain different clustering results from the same data, there are several ways, such as, homogenous ensemble, random subsampling and heterogeneous ensemble. In the consensus function, the final partition of ensemble has been obtained by combing the individual clustering algorithms. Consensus functions can be classified into four groups, as direct methods, feature-based methods, pairwise similarity-based methods and graph-based methods [42] .
Motivated by the enhanced clustering quality obtained on several data mining and information retrieval tasks, we present a heterogeneous clustering ensemble framework for topic extraction. The presented clustering ensemble framework utilizes k-means, k-modes, k-means++, selforganizing maps and DIANA algorithm. In the framework, iterative voting consensus function has been employed to combine the clustering results of individual clustering algorithms. The general structure for the clustering ensemble framework has been outlined in Figure 2 .
The rest of this section presents the main components (base clustering algorithms and the consensus function) of the clustering ensemble framework: 
1) K-MEANS ALGORITHM
K-means algorithm (KM) is a partition-based clustering algorithm, which is frequently employed in the cluster analysis, due to its easy implementation, simplicity and efficiency [44] .
2) K-MODES ALGORITHM K-modes algorithm (KMOD) is an extension of conventional k-means algorithm for cluster analysis on categorical data [45] . 
3) K-MEANS++ ALGORITHM
The performance of K-means algorithm is greatly influenced by the initialization of random seeds that are selected as the cluster centers. K-means++ algorithm (KM++) utilizes a heuristic function to find the initial cluster centers of K-means algorithm [46] .
4) SELF-ORGANIZING MAPS ALGORITHM
Self-organizing map (SOM) is a partition-based clustering algorithm, which is based on clustering and dimension reduction [45] . SOM algorithm can be utilized in a wide range of applications, including sampling, supervised learning and cluster analysis [48] , [49] .
5) DIANA ALGORITHM
Divisive analysis clustering (DIANA) is a divisive hierarchical clustering algorithm [50] .
6) ITERATIVE VOTING CONSENSUS FUNCTION
Iterative voting consensus (IVC) is a feature-based consensus function, which seeks to identify the consensus partition of data instances from the label assignment or categorical data matrix which is induced by a cluster ensemble [51] . Let we assume that we are given a set of N data instances X = {x 1 , x 2 , . . . , x n } and a set of C clustering partitions = {π 1 , π 2 , . . . , π C } of data instances in X. Each clustering π i seeks to map from X to {1, . . . , n π I }, where n πI denotes the number of clusters in π i . The consensus function seeks to find a final consolidated partitioning π * with the higher quality of clustering. IVC algorithm employs an iterative process, in which generated feature-vectors Y = {y 1 , y 2 , . . . , y n } where y i is being specified as given by Equation 1:
Each iteration of the algorithm involves a two-staged procedure. First, the cluster center of each cluster in the target consensus clustering has been identified. Then, each data instance has been assigned to the closest cluster center. Initially, the i th feature of the cluster center vector has been taken as the majority of all i th features of data instances of the cluster. Then, each data instance has been reassigned to its closest center by computing the center of the minimum distance to the examined instances. To compute the distance, the Hamming distance between two vectors has been employed. The general framework of iterative voting consensus (IVC) has been adopted from [51] . 
D. TOPIC EXTRACTION FRAMEWORK
The presented topic extraction framework utilizes a twostaged procedure for bibliometric data analysis. In the first stage, text corpus has been represented by a word embeddings-based approach. In this scheme, we have incorporated word vectors obtained by word2vec, POS2vec, word-position2vec and LDA2vec schemes, as outlined in Figure 1 . In this way, the preprocessing tasks, feature engineering and human intervention involved in the conventional machine learning-based bibliometric data analysis have been eliminated. After extracting small set of key features based on the improved word embedding scheme, word vectors have been subject to the clustering ensemble framework, as outlined in Figure 2 . As a result of employing clustering ensemble framework on improved word embedding scheme based representation, we have obtained a number of clusters. The clusters that have been generated by clustering ensemble framework have been regarded as topics (i.e. topics are the clusters). The general framework of the topic extraction framework has been summarized in Figure 3 .
IV. EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE AND RESULTS
In this section, the clustering evaluation metrics utilized in the empirical analysis, experimental procedure, empirical results and discussion have been presented.
A. CLUSTERING EVALUATION METRICS
To evaluate the clustering quality of the proposed topic extraction scheme, three clustering evaluation (validation) metrics, namely, Jaccard coefficient, Folkes & Mallows (FM) measure and F1 score have been utilized. The evaluation metrics are counting-pair based clustering evaluation metrics. Let a denote the number of pairs of instances that are grouped in the same cluster by the clustering algorithm and fall within the same class in the original dataset. Let b denote the number of pairs of instances that are not grouped in the same cluster but fall within the same class in the original dataset. Let c denote the number of pairs of instances that are grouped in the same cluster but do not fall within the same class in the original dataset. Based on a, band c,Jaccard coefficient (JC), Folkes & Mallows (FM) measure and F1-score have been computed as given by Equations 2-4, respectively:
B. EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE
In the empirical analysis, we have compared the clustering quality obtained by the proposed scheme with seven VOLUME 7, 2019 clustering-based baseline models. The clustering-based baseline models include k-means, k-modes, k-means++, self-organizing maps, DIANA algorithm, latent Dirichlet allocation and the clustering ensemble framework. In the clustering ensemble framework, only ensemble framework outlined in Figure 2 has been employed. All the baseline models have been implemented in Python. For clustering algorithms which involve the number of clusters (k) as the input parameter, we have made empirical analysis with different number of clusters, ranging from 5 to 20, and the highest clustering quality obtained by the base clustering algorithm has been reported in this section. For the latent Dirichlet allocation algorithm, we have utilized symmetric Dirichlet priors in the LDA estimation with α = /50 K and β = 0.01, which are frequently utilized parameter values for LDA. In addition to the baseline models, we have considered word2vec (skipgram model) based models. For word2vec based models, we have integrated baseline clustering methods (namely, k-means, k-modes, k-means++, self-organizing maps and DIANA algorithm and clustering ensemble framework) with word2vec word embedding scheme. In other words, we have employed a two-staged procedure, in which bibliometric text corpus has been initially represented by word2vec (skip-gram model) followed by application of any clustering algorithm. The same procedure has been also repeated for other word-embedding schemes. Namely, we have also integrated word2vec (continuous bag-of-words model), pos2vec, word-position2vec, LDA2vec and the improved word embedding scheme (IWE) word embeddings in conjunction with clustering algorithms. Taking all these configurations into account, we have 43 configurations in total. For LDA2vec, we have made empirical analysis with several parameter sets.
Since the best predictive performance has been obtained by the negative sampling exponent (β ∈ 0.75), we have reported the results for this parameter value. For the word-embedding schemes, vector size has been set to 250.
C. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
Forty-three different configurations were compared in the empirical analysis, as shown in Table 2 , based on three cluster evaluation measures. Based on the observations collected from empirical analysis, there are several managerial insights for topical extraction. Regarding the clustering quality obtained by conventional clustering algorithms, DIANA algorithm outperforms the other clustering baselines.
The second highest clustering quality in terms of cluster validation measures has been obtained by self-organizing maps algorithm, which is followed by k-means++ algorithm. The lowest clustering quality has been obtained by k-modes clustering algorithm. As it can be observed from the results presented in Table 2 , the latent Dirichlet allocation algorithm outperforms the conventional clustering baselines. In addition, empirical results indicate that combining the cluster partitions obtained by several clustering algorithms can achieve more stable and robust clustering results. To summarize the main findings of the experimental analysis, bar charts for Jaccard coefficient, FM measure and F1-score values have been presented in Figures 4-6 , respectively.
Regarding the performance of different word embedding schemes taken into consideration, the highest clustering quality has been obtained by the integration of LDA2vec with clustering algorithms. The second highest performance has been achieved by the utilization of word-position2vec word embedding scheme in conjunction with clustering methods.
The clustering ensemble framework which incorporates conventional clustering methods (i.e., k-means, k-modes, k-means++, self-organizing maps and DIANA algorithm) by means of the iterative voting consensus outperforms the baseline clustering methods and the latent Dirichlet allocation model. The second concern of the empirical analysis is to evaluate whether clustering quality can be enhanced with the integration of word embedding schemes to clustering methods. As it can be seen from the empirical results, word embedding schemes significantly enhance the performance of clustering algorithms.
Regarding the clustering quality obtained by different pre-trained word embedding schemes, POS2vec outperforms word2vec based schemes. word2vec continuous bagof-words model yields higher clustering quality compared to word2vec skip-gram model. The proposed topic extraction framework, which employs improved word embedding scheme-based representation on bibliometric data, followed by the utilization of clustering ensemble framework generated the highest (best) performance metric values of all the compared groups. The highest performance with a Jaccard coefficient value of 0.5951, Folkes & Mallows (FM) value of 0.6849 and F1-score value of 0.6930 has been achieved by the proposed scheme. Hence, the empirical analysis indicates that clustering ensemble improves the clustering quality of conventional clustering algorithms, the utilization of word embedding schemes enhance the clustering quality of clustering algorithms and the integration of several word embedding schemes can yield higher predictive performance. As outlined in Figure 3 , the proposed topic extraction framework consists of improved word embedding scheme based representation and clustering ensemble framework. To validate the usefulness of the components of the proposed ensemble, we have employed two ablation tests, one is dedicated to clustering algorithms and the other one is dedicated to word embedding schemes. For ablation test on clustering algorithms, we have considered five baseline clustering algorithms (namely, k-means, k-modes, k-means++, self-organizing maps, and DIANA algorithm) and their ensemble combinations. In this way, we have examined 2 5 − 1 (31 configurations) in total. For ablation test on word embedding schemes, we have considered five baseline word embedding schemes (namely, word2vec skip-gram model, word2vec continuous bag-ofword model, POS2vec, word-position2vec and LDA2vec) and their ensemble configurations. In this way, we have examined 30 configurations. The ablation test results on clustering algorithms and word embedding schemes have been presented in Table 3 and Table 4 , respectively. For the empirical results listed in Table 4 , the predictive performances of word embedding schemes in conjunction with k-means clustering algorithm have been reported. The empirical results listed in Table 3 indicate that clustering ensembles (configurations incorporating several baseline clustering algorithms) yield higher predictive performance compared to the baseline clustering algorithms. The highest performance among the baseline clustering algorithms has been achieved by DIANA algorithm and the second highest performance has been achieved by self-organizing maps algorithm. Among the results obtained by combining two clustering algorithms, the highest performance has been obtained by combining self-organizing maps and DIANA algorithm. Regarding the results obtained by combining three clustering algorithms, the highest performance has been achieved by ensemble of k-means++, self-organizing maps and DIANA algorithm. Regarding the results obtained by combining four clustering algorithms, the highest performance has been achieve by ensemble of k-modes algorithm, k-means++, self-organizing maps and DIANA algorithm. The proposed clustering ensemble framework contains k-means, k-modes, k-means++, self-organizing maps and DIANA algorithm. The highest predictive performance in terms of cluster validation measures has been achieve by the proposed clustering ensemble framework.
The empirical results listed in Table 4 indicate that the incorporation of several word embedding schemes outperform the baseline word embedding schemes. The highest performance among the baseline word embedding schemes has been achieve by LDA2vec scheme and the second highest predictive performance has been achieved by word-position2vec scheme. In a similar way, the configurations which utilize LDA2vec and word-position2vec scheme in their ensembles generally yield higher predictive performance results. The empirical results indicate word2vec continuous bag-of-word model based configurations generally outperform the configurations which contain continuous bag-of-word model. The proposed improved word embedding scheme yields the highest performance among all the configurations taken into consideration.
To analyze the effects of different number of topics, vector sizes and dimensions of the projection layer on topic extraction framework, we have conducted parameter analysis. The performance metric values have been evaluated on 16 different number of topics (ranging from 5 to 20). The main effects plot for number of topics based on Jaccard coefficient values has been presented in Figure 7 . As it can be observed from the results presented in Figure 7 , the compared methods reach their peak predictive performance at 14 topics. From 5 to 14 topics, the mean predictive performance values (in terms of Jaccard coefficient) obtained by the compared methods have been increasing. However, the mean predictive performance has been steadily decreasing after reaching its peak at 14 topics. The same pattern is also valid for other compared evaluation measures and the base methods.
In Figures 8-10 , main effects plots for cluster evaluation metrics based on different vector sizes and dimensions of projection layer have been presented. As it can be seen from the figures, the highest predictive performances have been achieved by the improved word embedding scheme, the second highest predictive performances have been achieved by LDA2vec word embedding scheme. Regarding the effect of vector size on topic extraction, seven different vector sizes (ranging from 100 to 400) have been considered. As it can be seen from the empirical results, the highest predictive performances have been achieved for vector size of 250 for the word embedding schemes. Regarding the effect of dimension of projection layer on topic extraction, five different dimension values (ranging from 100 to 300) have been taken into account. As it can be observed from Figures 8-10 , the highest predictive performances have been achieved for dimension of 200 for word embedding schemes.
In Figures 11-13 , main effect plots for cluster evaluation metrics based on words per sentence for different categories have been presented. As outlined in Table 1 , the lowest average words per sentence has been encountered in mechanics category, the second lowest average words per sentence has been encountered in endocrinology & metabolism category. The highest average words per sentence has been encountered in mathematics applied category and the second highest average words per sentence has been encountered in materials science multidisciplinary category. As it can be observed from the results depicted in Figures 11-13 , the highest average cluster evaluation metric values in terms of Jaccard coefficient, FM values and F1-scores have been achieved for materials science multidisciplinary category. The lowest average performance values have been achieved by mechanics category. Regarding the performance of topic extraction schemes, the empirical results indicate that the predictive performance enhances as the average words per sentence increases for a particular category.
To further evaluate the statistical significance of the empirical results, we have performed one-way ANOVA test in Minitab statistical analysis software. The results for the oneway ANOVA test of overall results obtained by the conventional clustering methods, word embedding based schemes and the proposed scheme have been presented in Table 5 , where DF, SS, MS, F and P denote degrees of freedom, adjusted sum of squares, adjusted mean square, F-Value and probability value, respectively.
According to the one-way ANOVA test results presented in Table 5 , there are statistically meaningful differences between the clustering quality values obtained by compared groups (p<0.0001). To further indicate the statistical meaningfulness of higher predictive performance obtained by the proposed scheme, confidence intervals for the mean values of compared algorithms in terms of three clustering evaluation measures for a confidence level of 95% have been presented in Figures 14-16 . Based on the statistical significances between the results of compared models, Figures 14-16 have been divided into two regions denoted by red dashed lines. For the results presented in Figures 14-16 , confidence intervals for baseline models, word2vec models (SG), word2vec models (CBOW), POS2vec models and word-position2vec model overlap. However, confidence interval obtained by the improved word embedding scheme has been deployed in another region of interval plots. Since the intervals for the baseline models and the improved word embedding scheme do not overlap, the population means are statistically meaningful. As it can be observed from interval plots, predictive performance differences obtained by the proposed scheme is statistically significant.
In addition, Figure 17 presents t-Distributed stochastic neighbor embedding (t-SNE) plot for topics extracted for different categories. t-SNE is an effective dimensionality reduction method for the visualization of high-dimensional datasets [60] . Two-dimensional map determined by t-SNE indicates that there are several overlapping topics between different subject categories. There are overlapping topics between subject categories computer science and economics. In addition, there are overlapping topics between mechanics and mathematics (applied). In addition, there are overlapping topics between materials science (multidisciplinary) and mechanics.
V. DISCUSSION
Based on the empirical analysis on clustering methods, topic modelling and word embedding schemes, several insights follow:
The utilization of word embedding schemes in conjunction with clustering methods enhance the predictive performance of clustering approaches for topic extraction. The utilization of word embedding schemes outperform the baseline clustering results. Word embedding schemes can be utilized to extract syntactic and semantic relations among the words and phrases. The experimental analysis indicates that word embedding schemes are viable tools to capture latent features on topic extraction.
Topic modelling approach (the latent Dirichlet allocation method) yields higher predictive performance for topic extraction compared to the conventional clustering algorithms. These empirical results are in line with recent empirical results on topic extraction [11, 52] .
In the empirical analysis, five conventional word embedding schemes (word2vec skip-gram model, word2vec continuous bag-of-word model, POS2vec, word-position2vec and LDA2vec) have been considered. The empirical analysis indicates that LDA2vec word embedding scheme provides more enhancement in performance of clustering methods than the other word embedding schemes. The LDA2vec scheme is based on the word2vec skip-gram model and the latent Dirichlet allocation model. The empirical analysis validates that obtaining a context vector by adding the pivot word vector and a document vector can enhance the predictive performance for topic extraction.
In the empirical analysis, five conventional clustering algorithms (namely, k-means, k-modes, k-means++, selforganizing maps and DIANA algorithm) have been considered. The empirical results indicate that DIANA algorithm outperforms the other clustering baselines.
The proposed two-stage topic extraction model utilizes the improved word embedding scheme and clustering ensemble framework. The empirical analysis indicates that the ensemble word embedding scheme, which incorporates word vectors obtained by word2vec, POS2vec, word-position2vec and LDA2vec schemes, can yield higher predictive performance in terms of cluster validation measures for topic extraction. The ensemble word vectors have been researched for other tasks in natural language processing with promising results [7] , [30] . The empirical analysis indicates that the ensemble word vectors can yield also promising results for topic extraction.
Clustering ensemble framework outperforms the conventional clustering baselines. Cluster ensemble is the process of integrating the several clustering algorithms to obtain a more robust clustering result with higher clustering quality. Clustering ensembles yield promising results on several tasks in information retrieval. These empirical results are in line with recent empirical results on clustering ensembles [53] , [54] . The experimental analysis indicates that clustering ensembles can be utilized for topic-extraction related tasks.
Regarding the effect of vector size on topic extraction, the highest predictive performances have been achieved for vector size of 250. Regarding the effect of dimension of projection layer on topic extraction, five different dimension values (ranging from 100 to 300) have been taken into account. As it can be observed from Figures 8-10 , the highest predictive performances have been achieved for dimension of 200 for word embedding schemes.
In the empirical analysis, the effect of average words per sentence for different categories have been examined. Regarding the performance of topic extraction schemes, the empirical results indicate that the predictive performance enhances as the average words per sentence increases for a particular category.
The clustering ensemble framework enhances the clustering quality of conventional clustering algorithms, the utilization of word embedding schemes enhance the clustering quality of clustering algorithms and the integration of sev- eral word embedding schemes can yield higher predictive performance.
In the proposed improved word embedding scheme, we have incorporated word vectors obtained by word2vec, POS2vec, word-position2vec and LDA2vec. In this scheme, several word embedding schemes have been integrated for an improved word embedding. The empirical results on machine learning tasks indicate that weighted voting schemes can enhance the predictive performance of ensemble systems [55] , [56] . The proposed scheme does not assign any weights to define the contributions of the word embedding methods on the final embedding. It should be beneficial to extend this research by adjusting optimal weight values to word embedding schemes. In addition, recent proposals on text classification tasks indicate that weighting schemes (such as, inverse document frequency, smooth inverse frequency and subsampling function) can be integrated into word embedding schemes, such as word2vec or GloVe, to compute vector embedding for a text document [57] - [59] . In this regard, it should be beneficial to extend this research by taking these weighting schemes into account.
VI. CONCLUSION
Topic extraction is an essential task in bibliometric data analysis, data mining and information retrieval. The conventional topic extraction schemes require comprehensive pre-processing tasks to represent text collections in an appropriate way. Word embedding schemes are applications of deep learning in natural language processing, in which words or phrases are represented in low-dimensional vectors of a continuous space. Word embedding schemes, such as, word2vec and global vectors (GloVe) have been successfully employed for natural language processing tasks. In this contribution, we present a two-staged framework for topic extraction from scientific literature. The presented scheme employs a two-staged procedure, where word embedding schemes have been utilized in conjunction with cluster analysis. The empirical analysis on a corpus containing 160,424 abstracts of articles from various disciplines, including economics, engineering and computer science, indicate that the utilization of word embedding schemes significantly enhance the performance of clustering algorithms.
